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T
he words we use in scientific

reporting and patient care

matter. Poorly chosen and

carelessly used words – dehumanizing

language – can hurt. These words can

hurt patients’ feelings, they can harm

our relationships with our patients, and

they can change the way we perceive

those whom we care for or write about

in ways that diminish our ability to

work effectively on their behalf.

Who would use such language? In

fact, many of us do at times, often

without even realizing it. Patients are

people, they are not ‘‘cases,’’ though

spoken language and research reports

often suggest they are. With surprising

frequency, we receive papers with

sentences like, ‘‘Patients that present

for treatment of …’’ when plainly

patients, as people, should be referred

to with the relative pronoun ‘‘who.’’

These can be careless mistakes. How-

ever, in a recent paper, we saw that

same construction followed by, ‘‘… and

the surgeons who treat them …’’

Some of us might refer to a patient

as a ‘‘diabetic,’’ but we would not

consider calling someone a ‘‘schizo-

phrenic’’ or an ‘‘epileptic.’’ The reason

we prefer people-first usages like

‘‘patient with diabetes’’ or ‘‘individual

with schizophrenia’’ is that this kind of

language makes it more clear that our

patients are much more than the sum

of their particular diagnoses. Some-

times language one may perceive as

being politically correct is simply

correct.

Along that same line, the way we

characterize control groups in research

studies can change our perceptions

about the patients with the disease or

condition being studied. Describing a

control group as consisting of ‘‘normal’’

or ‘‘able-bodied’’ individuals conveys

specific implications about the treat-

ment groups that seldom are correct,

and in some instances, can be both

misleading and insulting. Many diag-

noses, from obesity to limb loss to

arthritis are attached to patients who

feel they are both healthy and able-

bodied and who, in most important

respects, are able-bodied. Saying or

writing otherwise influences both

patients’ self-perceptions and our pre-

conceived ideas about these individuals

in ways that do not improve our ability

to help care for them.
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Sometimes, people-first language does

not fit the bill. Recently, in the course of

processing papers for a symposium on

care of patients with limb loss, it became

evident that nearly all the papers referred

to patients as ‘‘amputees.’’ A case of mass

insensitivity? Quite the opposite. Some

groups of patients with particular diag-

noses choose to self-define through the

language they use. Patients who have had

amputations appear to be one such group.

Even the names of some leading advo-

cacy groups – the Amputee Coalition

(formerly the Amputee Coalition of

America) (www.amputee-coalition.org)

as well as the Paralyzed Veterans of

America (www.pva.org) – make this

quite plain. Those who have cared for

patients with these diagnoses know that in

some settings, the descriptive language

some patients use can get quite colorful.

Both in medicine and outside it, groups of

individuals who have been marginalized

commonly will reclaim language and use

it in ways that would not be acceptable

outside the group. Language is power.

Making matters more complicated, we

find that even experts can disagree.

Springboard Consulting, a marketing

firm that specializes on reaching com-

munities of people with disabilities, has

numerous references to ‘‘the disabled’’

[7] and ‘‘the disability community’’ [6] on

its website. While the New York Times

has some general guidelines [1] similar to

the approach we are advocating here, the

Times does not always get it right,

referring to ‘‘the disabled’’ as a popula-

tion both in a headline and the related text

on its editorial page [3]. Still further along

the spectrum, the state of Arizona has

outlawed use of terms like ‘‘disabled’’ and

‘‘handicapped’’ in its state laws [5], in

favor of people-first language, although

the fact that most other states have not

done this suggests that this issue remains

to some degree unsettled, and perhaps

something of a moving target, even

among those who care deeply about it.

Physicians and surgeons are generally

good people. Why do we use dehuman-

izing language in the office and in

scientific writing to the degree we do?

Others have offered thoughtful specula-

tion on the topic [2, 4], but we see few

certainties here. We do not know whether

physicians use this kind of language to

generate emotional distance as a coping

mechanism against the failures we inev-

itably encounter and sometimes cause.

Perhaps this kind of language is no more

than a time-saving shorthand used by

busy people. If the former, we believe

there must be better ways to provide for

our own emotional needs than to dehu-

manize those whom we care for. If the

latter, we believe pausing to speak or

write an extra few syllables to be well

worth the effort expended.

Although thoughtful individuals and

groups differ on how best to handle this,

and we imagine that patients may differ

in terms of how they would like to be

called (and indeed, some may not care),

we nonetheless will make every reason-

able attempt to choose language that

reflects that each patient – each person –

has many traits other than a particular

diagnosis. To that end, we will use terms

like ‘‘patients with diabetes’’ instead of

‘‘diabetics’’ unless it is unreasonably

cumbersome to do so, or unless we know

that patients in a particular group gen-

erally have other preferences. We will

seek to choose value-neutral terminol-

ogy for control groups so as not to project

inappropriate inferences about the

patients in the treatment groups. We will

not refer to human beings as ‘‘cases.’’

We will try to carry this value set with

us into our offices, operating rooms,

teaching sessions, and laboratories.
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